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1.1. The building of a substantial dataThe building of a substantial data--basebase

2.2. Comparative study of the phenomenaComparative study of the phenomena

3. The creation of an organized crime 3. The creation of an organized crime 
typologytypology
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IIn the long term a standardized system for n the long term a standardized system for 
examining trends in transnational organized crime examining trends in transnational organized crime 
should consist of three componentsshould consist of three components::

1.1. GroupsGroups: : At the lowest level the collection of data on At the lowest level the collection of data on 
individual criminal organizations.individual criminal organizations.

2.2. ClustersClusters: : The collection of information around the The collection of information around the 
various clusters of criminal groups, often originating various clusters of criminal groups, often originating 
from specific geographic localities.from specific geographic localities.

3.3. MarketsMarkets: : IInformationnformation on regional criminal markets. on regional criminal markets. 



Which information is it important to obtainWhich information is it important to obtain??

1.1. SStructuretructure. . Key to the system of rating is the degree of hierarchy Key to the system of rating is the degree of hierarchy 
present in each group.present in each group.

2.2. SizeSize.. An assessment of the actual number of individuals involved An assessment of the actual number of individuals involved 
in the various groups.in the various groups.

3. 3. ActivitiesActivities.. Respondents were asked to provide as comprehensive Respondents were asked to provide as comprehensive 
a list of the criminal activities of the group under examinationa list of the criminal activities of the group under examination as as 
possible.possible.

4. 4. TransborderTransborder OperationsOperations. . NNumber of countries in which the umber of countries in which the 
group in question was estimated to be active.group in question was estimated to be active.

The questionnaire itself consisted of approximately 
50 variables, under the general themes:



5. 5. IdentityIdentity.. EtnicalEtnical andand social social originorigin..

6. 6. ViolenceViolence.. Level of violence used by the criminal groups.Level of violence used by the criminal groups.

7. 7. CorruptionCorruption.. WWhetherhether little or no corruption is used by the little or no corruption is used by the 
group.group.

8. 8. PoliticalPolitical influenceinfluence.. LLocalocal or regional/state/provincial level or regional/state/provincial level 
within the country.within the country.

9. 9. PenetrationPenetration intointo thethe lelegitimate economygitimate economy..

10. 10. CoCo--operatioperation with other organized crime groupson with other organized crime groups..



PROFILE OF THE ORGANIZED CRIME GROUPS PROFILE OF THE ORGANIZED CRIME GROUPS 
SURVEYEDSURVEYED
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About a third of the groups are loosely organized; either About a third of the groups are loosely organized; either 
consisting of a core criminal group of individuals or a consisting of a core criminal group of individuals or a 
criminal network. Thus, the overall majority of groups (two criminal network. Thus, the overall majority of groups (two 
thirds) have some form of hierarchy to their structure.thirds) have some form of hierarchy to their structure.



Size -- includes core membership, plus associated 
members
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In the largest number of cases (14), the numbers of active In the largest number of cases (14), the numbers of active 
individuals in each of the groups concerned was individuals in each of the groups concerned was 
estimated at between 20 and 50. Just fewer than half the estimated at between 20 and 50. Just fewer than half the 
groups had more than fifty individuals.groups had more than fifty individuals.



Use of violence
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In the largest number of cases (23) violence was classified as In the largest number of cases (23) violence was classified as 
being essential to the criminal groups’ activities. In an being essential to the criminal groups’ activities. In an 
additional 10 cases violence was reflected by the respondents additional 10 cases violence was reflected by the respondents 
as being used only occasionally or moderately.as being used only occasionally or moderately.
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In less than half of all the groups examined the organized crimeIn less than half of all the groups examined the organized crime
groups have no strong social or ethnic identity. In the groups have no strong social or ethnic identity. In the 
remainder of cases, members are drawn from either the same remainder of cases, members are drawn from either the same 
ethnic group (13 cases) or from the same social background (10 ethnic group (13 cases) or from the same social background (10 
cases).cases).



Activities
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The largest number of groups engaged in only The largest number of groups engaged in only oneone primary primary 
criminal activity (such as the smuggling of people or illegal criminal activity (such as the smuggling of people or illegal 
narcotics) and although there may be some subnarcotics) and although there may be some sub--activities (for activities (for 
example, forgery) essential to the overall goal.example, forgery) essential to the overall goal.



Level of transborder activities
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In In thethe largestlargest numbernumber ofof cases (cases (justjust underunder halfhalf ofof thethe total total 
numbernumber), ), thethe criminal criminal groupsgroups in in questionquestion spreadspread theirtheir
activitiesactivities acrossacross fivefive oror more more statesstates..



Use of corruption
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In just under half of the groups (18 cases), corruption was In just under half of the groups (18 cases), corruption was 
essential to the primary activity of the criminal group. In justessential to the primary activity of the criminal group. In just
under one third of the groups (12 cases), the groups made use ofunder one third of the groups (12 cases), the groups made use of
corruption occasionally. In the remaining instances (10 cases), corruption occasionally. In the remaining instances (10 cases), 
there was evidence of little or no corruption. there was evidence of little or no corruption. 
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In just under half of the surveyed groups, respondents regarded In just under half of the surveyed groups, respondents regarded 
there to be no evidence of any political influence. However one there to be no evidence of any political influence. However one 
third of the groups were said to have political influence at thethird of the groups were said to have political influence at the
local or regional level (14 cases).local or regional level (14 cases).



Penetration into the legitimate economy
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In the largest number of cases (18) it was recorded that there wIn the largest number of cases (18) it was recorded that there was as 
extensive crossextensive cross--over between legitimate and illegitimate activities. over between legitimate and illegitimate activities. 
In an additional 12 countries there was evidence of the investmeIn an additional 12 countries there was evidence of the investment nt 
of profits from illegitimate activities into some form of legitiof profits from illegitimate activities into some form of legitimate mate 
business activity. business activity. 



TOWARDS A TYPOLOGY OF ORGANIZED 

CRIME GROUPS



**It iIt is the most common form of organized criminal groups the most common form of organized criminal group, it is , it is 
characterized by a single leader and a relatively clearly definecharacterized by a single leader and a relatively clearly defined d 
hierarchy. Systems of internal discipline are strict. Strong sochierarchy. Systems of internal discipline are strict. Strong social or ial or 
ethnic identities can be present.ethnic identities can be present.



**Although a hierarchical criminal group, with relatively strict lAlthough a hierarchical criminal group, with relatively strict lines of ines of 
command from the centre, there is a degree of autonomy present icommand from the centre, there is a degree of autonomy present in n 

regional organizations under the control of the group.regional organizations under the control of the group.



**A clustered hierarchy is an association of organized crime groupA clustered hierarchy is an association of organized crime groups s 
with a governing or oversight body. The groups in question may with a governing or oversight body. The groups in question may 
themselves have a diversity of structures, but generally they arthemselves have a diversity of structures, but generally they are of e of 
the ‘standard hierarchy’ type outlined above.the ‘standard hierarchy’ type outlined above.



** GenerallyGenerally consists of a limited number of individuals who form a consists of a limited number of individuals who form a 
relatively tight and structured group to conduct criminal businerelatively tight and structured group to conduct criminal business. ss. 
Around this ‘core group’ there may be a large number of associatAround this ‘core group’ there may be a large number of associate e 
members or a network which are used from time to time and members or a network which are used from time to time and 
depending on the criminal activity in question.depending on the criminal activity in question.



** AAre defined by the activities of key individuals who engage in ilre defined by the activities of key individuals who engage in illicit licit 
activity in often shifting alliances. Such individuals may not ractivity in often shifting alliances. Such individuals may not regard egard 
themselves as being members of a criminal group, and may not be themselves as being members of a criminal group, and may not be 
regarded as being a criminal group by outsiders. Nevertheless thregarded as being a criminal group by outsiders. Nevertheless they ey 
coalesce around a series of criminal projects.coalesce around a series of criminal projects.


